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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In connection with their work on open mapping theorems for bilinear maps 
H. Bercovici, C. Foias and C. Pearcy ([1]) have recently introduced the concept 
of super-dominancy. The main question they consider in part I of their paper 
is to find conditions guaranteeing that whenever a bounded set B super- 
dominates a closed convex bounded set C, then CCB.  A closer analysis of this 
problem shows that what is really needed here, is information on the "posi- 
t ions" of certain convex sets D(B) and C(B) associated with B, relative to B and 
to its closed convex hull E6 B. These sets D(B) and C(B), which we call the inner 
and outer convex cores of  B, respectively, can be informally described as 
follows. 
Let B be closed and bounded. Fix a finite subset FCB and let B F be the set 
of points x~B from which the points of F can "almost be seen in B" .  More 
precisely the requirement is that the segments Ix, b] for b ~ F are at distance at 
most eF from B, where eF is a positive number tending to zero as the cardi- 
nality of F tends to infinity. Then 
D(B): = N/~F and C(B) : = n -c6 BF, 
where the intersections are over all finite FCB.  Clearly D(B) = C(B) =B if B is 
convex. In the general case 
B 
C C 
D(B) -C6 B. 
C C C(B) 
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We now say that a Banach space X has property (P) iff D(B) = C(B) for all 
closed bounded (non-convex) BCX and property (Q) iff C(B)~6B for all 
closed bounded non-convex BCX. Clearly (P) implies (Q). Several results are 
proved that relate (P) and (Q) to standard Banach space properties. We 
mention here only the following facts. Asplund spaces have (P), hence also (Q). 
(RNP)-spaces have (Q) and l I fails (P). Since l I has the (RNP) and therefore 
(Q), (P) and (Q) are different properties. The fact that l I fails (P) also implies 
that if X has (P), then 11 does not embed in X. Thus (P) defines a class of 
spaces which lies "between" the class of Asplund spaces and the class of spaces 
not containing l 1. We do not know whether these inclusions are strict. Finally, 
LI[0, 1] fails (Q). This fact is quite simple and can be used to show in an 
elementary way that L1[0, 1] does not G6-embed in any space satisfying (Q). In 
particular, therefore, LI[0, 1] does not G6-embed in any Asplund space. In 
fact it is known that LI[0, 1] does not G6-embed in X unless X contains l 1 
([3]), but the proof of this result given in [3] is quite complicated. 
We would like to emphasize that to a large extent the ideas in this paper 
originate in [1]. In particular the notions of the inner and outer convex cores 
of a bounded set are already implicit in [1]. The basic results on the sets BF 
proved in section 1 are mere adaptations of corresponding results in [1]. The 
main difference is that in [1] all sets are taken to be balanced. Since this seems 
to be largely irrelevant, we have dropped this condition here. Also we use 
different and more efficient notation which makes our proofs shorter and 
(hopefully) more transparent. 
For all facts about Banach spaces that we use without explanation, we refer 
to standard works, such as [4] and [8]. 
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE SETS BF, D(B) AND C(B) 
It will be convenient to agree on the following 
NOTATION. X and Y denote Banach spaces. X*  is the dual of X and B(X) its 
unit ball. We shall use the letters B and C exclusively to denote closed bounded 
and closed bounded convex sets, respectively, unless the contrary is explicitly 
specified. For subsets A1, A2 CX, 
Dist (A1, Az) : =sup {d(x,A 2) :xEA1}, 
where d(x, A2): =inf  {]tx-Y[] :Y~A2}; 
(A1, A2) : = t0{co {x,y} :X~Al, YeA2}; 
(X, A 2) : = ({X}, A2), (AI,x) : = (A1, {x}), 
so in particular (x, y)  : = co {x, y}. 
(co denotes convex hull, E-6 closed convex hull.) 
DEFINITION 1.1. For every BCX and finite FCB we define 




EF: -~ [+ IF 1' 
IF[:  = cardinality of F. The sets D(B): = N {BF:FCB finite} and C(B): = 
= N {Ud BF : FC B finite} are called the inner and outer convex cores of B, 
respectively. (The convexity of D(B) will be shown below.) 
Some immediate consequences of these definitions are collected in the next 
REMARK 1.2. a. If F and G are finite subsets of B and FC G, then BoCBF. 
If B1CB2 and FCBI is finite, then (B1)FC(B2)p. On the other hand B1CB2 
implies neither D(BI)CD(B2) nor C(BI)CC(B2), as simple 2-dimensional 
examples how. 
b. A simple proof based on the Hahn-Banach theorem shows that a set A 
is contained in C(B) iff the following holds: 
Vf eX  * VFCB finite Ve>O2txeB 
such that 
1) f(X)+e>SUPA f 
2) Dist ((X, F) ,  B)<e.  
c. The parameter Fin the definition of D(B) and C(B) may obviously be 
replaced by any other function e~ of F satisfying e~0 as [F]~oo. Occasion- 
ally (e.g. in the next remark) we shall also consider the sets D(B) and C(B) for 
a not necessarily closed B. An easy exercise based on the preceding observation 
shows, however, that always D(B)=D(/~) and C(B)= C(B). This is the reason 
why generally we restrict attention to closed (bounded) B. 
d. The inner and outer convex cores are preserved under isomorphisms T 
(i.e. C(TB)= TC(B) and D(TB)= TD(B); use c. above). More generally, if 
T:  X~ Y is a bounded linear map, and if BCX, then 
C( TB) D TC(B) and D(TB) D TD(B). 
(Observe that for xeB and FCB finite, if 
Dist ((x, F), B)<~F, 
then 
Dist (( Tx, TF), TB)<eF[ ]T[I "<STFt] T[l = :/3~- F.
Now use c. above.) 
A simple but basic property of the sets B F is given in the next 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For every finite FCB and for every x~B F there exists a 
finite F'C B so that 
<x, BF,) CBF. 
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PROOF. Fix FCB and xsB F. Then 
Dist ((x, F ) ,  B)<e F. 
By the compactness of (x, F )  it is possible to choose a finite set F'CB so that 
a : = Dist ((x, F ) ,  F')  < eF. 
We may assume (by enlarging F '  if necessary) that 
@-  a = eF, + t~, for some c~ > 0. 
We now claim that (X, BF,)CB F. Indeed, let us fix yeB F, and show that 
(x, y )CB F. For this we fix b E F and prove that 
Dist ( ( (x ,y) ,b) ,  B)<e~. 
Since ( (x ,y ) ,b )= (y , (x ,b) ) ,  we have to show that 
Dist ((y, o), B) < a F for every o ~ (x, b) .  
Fix oe  (x ,b)  and choose o'eF' with I]v-o'll <a+& Then Dist ( (y ,v ' ) ,  B)< 
< a F, since y ~ BF,. So 
Dist ((y, v), B)< eF,+ IIv- o'll <eF'+ 0~-l- t~ = gF 
and the proof is finished. [] 
COROLLARY 1.4. D(B) = f) {BF : FCB finite} is convex (and contained in B). 
REMARK 1.5. Although the convexity of D(B) is immediate from Prop. 1.3, 
it can also be seen directly as follows. Observe that x eD(B) iff Dist 
((x, B), B)=O, or equivalently, since B is closed, iff (x ,B)CB.  Now if 
x, y ~ D(B) then 
( (x,y), B) = (x, (y, B) ) C (x, B)CB,  
so (x ,y )CD(B)  by the preceding observation. [] 
COROLLARY 1.6. D(BF) D D(B) and C(Br)D C(B) for every finite FC  B. 
PROOF. Fix F. It is enough to prove that for every finite GCB F there exists 
a finite F'CB so that 
(BF) G D Be,. 
Fix GCB F finite and apply Prop. 1.3 for each x~G separately. This yields 
finite sets FxCB, xe  G so that 
(x, BFx)CBF for each xeG.  
Put F ' :  = tO {Fx : xe  G}. Then it follows that 
(G, BF,)CBF, 
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so in particular 
BF, C (BF)G. [] 
The next proposition will be strengthened later (cf. Corollary 2.4). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If B is compact, then C(B) =D(B), hence C(B)CB. 
PROOF. The last assertion is a consequence of the first because D(B)CB. To 
prove the first assertion, let f~  X* be arbitrary. Since C(B) C-d-d B F for every 
finite FCB we can choose for every such F an XF~BFCB SO that 
f(XF) > ( sup f )  - e F . 
C(B) 
Then any limit point x of the net (XF)FC B in B belongs to D(B) and satisfies 
f(x)>_ sup f.  
C(B) 
From this it follows, by the convexity of D(B), that C(B)CD(B), and therefore 
C(B)= D(B). [] 
The last result in this section characterizes C(B) differently in terms of weak 
closures (notation: w-  el). 
PROPOSITION 1.8. 
C(B) = 0 { w-  cl B F : FC B finite}. 
PROOF. Since w-c lBFCC6B F for every finite FCB, the set on the right is 
clearly contained in C(B). To prove the other inclusion we argue as follows. For 
any neN and f l  ..... f ,  eX*  consider the map T:X~"  given by Tx: = 
= (fl(x), ...,f,~(x)). Recall that for every F we have 
C(B F) D C(B) (Corollary 1.6). 
Together with the observations of Remark 1.2, c and d, this implies that 
C( TBF) = C( TBF ) D TC(BF) D TC(B). 
On the other hand, since TB F is compact we have TBFD C(TBF) by Prop. 1.7, 
so we find that 
TBFD TC(B). 
Clearly this implies that w-c l  BFD C(B), by the nature of T and the fact that 
n ~ N and f l  ..... fn ~ X* were arbitrary. This finishes the proof since FC B was 
also arbitrary. [] 
2. THE PROPERTIES (P) AND (Q) 
In this section we analyse the classes of Banach spaces determined by the 
following two properties. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. We say that X has property (P) iff D(B) = C(B) for every 
closed bounded (non-convex) BCX,  and property (Q) iff C(B)C-U6B for 
every closed bounded non-convex BCX.  
Let us observe that in case (P) holds we always have C(B) C B, since D(B) C B. 
Hence (P) implies (Q). In case only (Q) holds, C(B) may contain points outside 
B. But unless B is convex, C(B) cannot contain all of B, for this would imply 
c--6 B = C(B) since C(B) is closed and convex. We shall see below that the case 
C(B) C B, B c£ C(B) actually occurs. Let us also note the obvious fact that (P) 
and (Q) are isomorphic invariants and are inherited by subspaces. More can be 
said, however. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The properties (P) and (Q) are separably determined, i.e. 
X has (P) [resp. (Q)] if (and only if) every separable subspace YCX has (P) 
[resp. (Q)]. 
PROOF. Let us suppose that X fails (Q). Then for some non-convex BCX we 
have BCC(B)=-C6B. For simplicity let us denote C(B) by C. We start the 
proof by choosing a separable subspace Y1CX such that Bf3 Y1 is not convex. 
Put C 1 : = Cf3 Y1. We shall now define inductively an increasing sequence of 
separable subspaces Y1C Y2C... as follows. Suppose Y1 ..... Yk have been 
defined. Let (x~ k)) be dense in BfqY k and put ~k):  ={xlk) ..... X~k)}, 
Ck: = CO Y~. Since C= C(B) we have 
CkC-~BF~k) for every n ~ IN. 
By the separability of C k there exists a separable subspace Y~+I such that 
YkC Yk+ 1 and CkCc-O (BF~k~O Yk+ 1) for all n ~ IN. In fact by enlarging Yk+I if 
necessary, we may even suppose that 
Ykc Yk+1 and CkC~6((Bfq Yk+I)F~) for all n~N.  
This completes the definition of the Yk. Now put 
wa 
Y:= U Yk, B':= U (BNYk), C':= U ck. 
k=l  k=l  k=l  
Clearly C' is closed and convex and B'CC'C Y, so ~-6B'CC'. We claim that 
C' C C(B'). Since C(B') C -U6 B' regardless of B', this proves that C(B') = ~6 B'. 
Observing finally that B' is not convex (since B'(3 Yl =Bf') Y1 is non-convex by 
the choice of Y1), we conclude that the separable subspace Y fails (Q). 
To prove the claim, let f~X* ,  e>0 and a finite set FoCB' be given. Choose 
k, n ~ N and a number ~/> 0 so that 
n > IF01 
1 
~/<@0 n+ 1 
Dist (F0, F(n k )) < rl 
sup f> (sup f )  - e/2. 
C k C' 
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Notice that the second and third inequalities imply that (BA Yk+a)F~ICB~o. 
Since CkC-U6((BNYk+I)F(~O by the definition of Yk+l, there exists a 
k t ze(BO Yk+l)FC ~CBF0 such that 
f(z) > (sup f )  - e/2 > (sup f )  - e. 
Ck C'  
This implies that C 'C  C(B'), since feX* ,  FoCB' and e>0 were arbitrary (cf. 
Remark 1.2.b). 
Finally let us suppose X fails (P). Only minor changes in the above proof are 
needed to deal with this case. By assumption there exists a (necessarily non- 
convex) B such__that D(B) C C(B). Fix x ~ C(B) \ D(B) and a finite FC B such 
that xe  C(B) \ BF. We now define the sequence (Yk) as before, but taking care 
this time to start with a Y1 containing both x and F. With Y, B'  and C' defined 
as above, we then have x~C" and, as before, C'CC(B'). Also xCB'F (since 
clearly B~CBF), so x~ C(B') \ D(B'). This proves that Y fails (P). [] 
The next two results, in tandem with the preceding one, allow us to relate (P) 
and (Q) to other Banach space properties. The first one is essentially due to 
H. Bercovici, C. Foias and C. Pearcy ([1]). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let x~ C(B) and suppose that the relative weak topology 
on B tA C(B) is first countable at x. Then x e D(B). 
PROOF. We shall prove that x ~ B F for a fixed but arbitrary finite FC  B. Let 
(V~) be a relative weak neighborhood base for x in BUC(B). Put/:1 " --F. We 
now define inductively a sequence F ICF2C. . .  of finite subsets of B and a 
sequence of points xn ~ BF n f) Vn (n = 1,2 .... ) such that 
(xn, BF.+,)CBF. (n= 1,2 .... ). 
This is possible because x~w-c lB  F for every F (Proposition 1.8) and 
because of Proposition 1.3. Then w- l im x,,=x, so by Mazur's theorem 
x~c~{xn :nEN}.  It now suffices to show that co {xn : n~ N}CBF=BF. In 
Vk+t-1J.nXnEBF~ for all k,l~ N and all 2k, .,2k+t_l_>0, fact we prove that -n=k .. 
~k+~- 1 2n = 1, using induction on l (and k arbitrary). n=R 
For 1= 1 there is nothing to prove. For the step from l to l+ 1 observe that 
k+l k+l An 
2nXn=2kXk+(1--2k) ~ - -  Xne(xk, BF~+I)CBFk. [] 
n=k n=k+l 1--,~k 
The next corollary is the announced strengthening of Proposition 1.7. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If  B is relatively w-compact, then D(B) = C(B). 
PROOF. The proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that we may assume that X is 
:separable. Note that ~-6 B is w-compact and contains Bt.) C(B), and also that the 
w-topology is metrizable on w-compact sets, hence on Bk)C(B). 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. X has (Q) if for each (closed bounded convex) CCX the 
relative weak topology on C is first countable at some point of C. (We denote 
this property (CFCP)= convex first countable property.) 
PROOF. For contradiction suppose that C(B)= ~6 B for some non-convex B. 
We claim that C(B)=D(B) in this case, which clearly contradicts the non- 
convexity of B. Suppose D(B) C C(B). Then choose fE  X*  and a e fR so that 
supf<a< supf  
D(B) C(B) 
and define S: = C(B)N {f>_a}. By assumption the relative weak topology 
on S has a countable neighborhood base (Vn) at some xeS. Since each B F is 
w-dense in C(B) by Proposition 1.8, each B~:N { f>a} is w-dense in C(B)A 
N { f>a},  hence in S. As in the proof of Proposition 2.3 we now choose 
an increasing sequence of finite subsets F, CB and a sequence of points 
Xn~ VnnBFO{f>et } (r/= 1,2 .... ) so that 
(X,,,BF,+,)CBF, (n= 1,2 .... ). 
Then x=w- l im x n and exactly as before it follows that X~BFI. Hence 
xeD(B) since F1 can be chosen arbitrarily. We now have a contradiction: 
on the one hand f(x)>_a (since f(xn)>a) and on the other f(x)<a (since 
x ~ D(B). [] 
Let us recall that X is said to have the [convex] point of continuity property, 
denoted (PCP) [(CPCP)] if every closed bounded [convex] subset A of X has 
a point of weak-to-norm continuity (i.e. the identity map on A is weak-to-norm 
continuous at some point of A). Observe that 
(CPCP)=(CFCP). 
Furthermore, it is known that 
(RNP) ~ (PCP) ~ (CPCP) 
and that neither implication is reversible ([2], [51). 
We summarize the results obtained so far in the next 
THEOREM 2.6. 
a. Every Asplund space has (P), hence (Q). 
b. Every (CFCP)-space, hence every (RNP)- or ((C)PCP)-space has (Q). 
PROOF. a. By Proposition 2.2 we may assume X* is separable. But then 
the weak topology on BUC(B) is metrizable for any B, so C(B)=D(B) by 
Proposition 2.3. 
b. This is clear from the above remarks and Proposition 2.5. [] 
3. EXAMPLES 
In the next two examples it will be convenient to work with non-closed sets 
B. Recall, however, that C(B)= C(/?) and D(B)=D(/~), by Remark 1.2.c. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. L I =LI[0, 1] fails (Q). 
PROOF. Let B be defined by 
B : = {xeL  1 : [[xlt < 1 and 2(supp x)<½} 
(2 = Lebesgue measure, supp x : = {t : x(t)~e0}.) 
It is easily shown that for each fixed finite FCB the set BF contains all 
xeL  ~ with llxl] <_ 1 whose support has measure smaller than OF, where OF is 
some positive number depending on F. (OF: = ½--sup {)t(supp x) :xeF}  will 
do.) Since these elements form a strictly norming subset of B(L1), we have 
-~5 BF = B(L 1). Hence C(B) = B(L 1) = ~6 B. Since B is clearly non-convex, this 
finishes the proof that L 1 fails (Q). (Observe that the number ½ in the defi- 
nition of B may be replaced by any positive number less than 1.) [] 
The next example is due to A.D. Andrew. Its proof was simplified somewhat 
by A. Di Bucchianico. It shows that (P) and (Q) are different properties, and 
also that (P) may fail even for a separable dual space. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. l I has (Q), but fails (P). 
PROOF. Since l I has the (RNP),  it has (Q) by Theorem 2.6.b. We now show 
that l 1 fails (P). For this it is convenient to represent l 1 on ?7, so l~=/1(77). We 
denote the standard basis vectors by en. Let us define subsets B and C of/1(77) 
as follows. 
C:  = {xell(?7) : llxll--- 1, x n =0 for n>0} 
0 
B:  = {xela(Z) : Ilxll---3, x~=0 for n>n(x), E 
r t= -~ 
oo 
!Xnl_< Ixnl}. 
0 0 0 
E [Zy.+(1-2)b~]_<2 2 [y~l+(1-J l )  X ]bnl_< 
n= -~ n= -o~ n= -oe  
<& 2 ly , , l÷(1-R)  E Ibnl = 2 IXy,~÷(1-A.)b,~[. 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
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Note that C is closed bounded and convex and that CcZB, since clearly 
en e C \ B for n _< 0. We claim that CC C(B). From this D(B) ~ C(B) follows, 
proving that (P) fails. 
To prove the claim fix a finite set FCB and determine n0>0 so that 
bno = 0 for all b e F. 
Let x~ C be arbitrary. Define 
y :  =x+ tlxtle.0, z:  =x-Llxq[e.o. 
Then y, z e B and x = ½(y + z). We finish the proof by showing that y, z e B E. 
Indeed, for any beF  and 0_<2_< 1 we have 
112Y + ( 1 -2)b]l--< 2IlY [I +(1 -  2)tlbll _< 2211xtl +(1 -2)3_<22+3(1-2)_<3 
and, since y, b eB  and have disjoint supports to the right of 0, 
This proves that (y, F )CB,  since 0<2_.< 1 and b~F were arbitrary. Hence a 
fortiori y e BF. 
The proof that zeBF  is the same. [] 
COROLLARY 3.3. If (P) holds for X, then l 1 does not embed in X. 
4. CONNECTIONS WITH SUPER-DOMINANCY 
In [11 a bounded balanced B is said to super-dominate a closed absolutely 
convex bounded C if CC C(B) (we have reformulated this in our terminology, 
using Remark 1.2.b). As observed before there is no loss of generality if we 
assume B closed. The question of interest in Part I of [1] is for what pairs (B, C) 
it follows from CCC(B)that CCB. Necessary and sufficient for this impli- 
cation to hold for all pairs (B, C) without additional restrictions, is clearly the 
property (P'): C(B)C B for all closed bounded (balanced) B C X. Notice that (P) 
implies (P'): C(B)=D(B)CB. We do not know if (P') implies (P). However, 
we do know (and this is easy to check) that every statement in this paper in- 
volving (P) is also true with (P) replaced by (P'). 
Instead of looking at the general problem one may also ask whether, given 
B, it is true for special C that 
CC C(B) implies CCB. 
This may indeed be the case without (P) or even (Q) being satisfied. The next 
example illustrates this point. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We show here that it is possible that (Q) fails while it is true 
(for all B) that CCB (or equivalently, C=B=D(B)= C(B)) whenever BC CC 
C C(B) and C is (a multiple of) the unit ball B(X). This will easily follow from 
the next 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be weakly locally uniformly rotund (i.e. I[x[l = 1, 
I[xn[[-< 1 and []x+xnt[--*2' " w lmphes xn-------*x ). Then for every BCX it is true that 
B(X) C B (equivalently: B = B(X) = D(B) = C(B)) whenever B C B(X) C C(B). 
PROOF. Suppose D(B)CB(X). Then there exists an f~X*  with llfl] = 1 and 
supD~8) f< 1. By the Bishop-Phelps theorem we may assume f(xo) = 1 for some 
xoeB(X). By weak local uniform rotundity every sequence (xn) in B(X) 
satisfying f(xn) ~ 1 will converge to x 0. Now a contradiction can be reached as 
in the proofs of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5, taking 
Vn=IxeB(X) : f (x )> l -11 .  [] 
Troyanski ([10]) has shown that every WCG-space, hence in particular every 
separable space admits an equivalent locally uniformly rotund norm. In 
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particular this holds for L 1. Let []-Itl be a 1.u.r. norm on L 1. Then by Propo- 
sition 4.2 we have for C1 :={x~L l : l l x l [1  <1} and for all BCL1: 
B C C~ C C(B) = C l C B. 
However, this implication is false when C1 is replaced by an arbitrary C. E.g. 
it fails for C: = {x: H xlt-< 1} and B defined as in Example 3.1. 
Example 3.2 already demonstrated the difference between (P) and (Q). The 
crucial point is that the conclusion of Proposition 2.3 does not follow from the 
assumption (CFCP) of Proposition 2.5. A further illustration of this point is 
given in the next 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let H be the closed linear span in L 1 of the Rademacher 
functions, and let C 1 be its unit ball B(H). With B defined as in Example 3.1 
we again have C1 ~ B while C1 C C(B). It is well known that H is isomorphic to 
a Hilbert space, so that in particular its unit ball C 1 is the closed convex hull 
of its weak-to-norm continuity points. But apparently, in view of the proof of 
Proposition 2.3 C~ is not the closed convex hull of the points xe  C l at which 
the relative weak topology on B U C1 is first countable. 
5. G6-EMBEDDINGS OF L 1 
Recall that an injective bounded linear map T:  X- 'Y  is called a G 0- 
embedding if TB is a G o for every closed bounded BCX.  If such T exists we 
say that X Go-embeds in Y. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If L 1 =LI[0, 1] G0-embeds in X, then X fails (Q). 
PROOF. As in Example 3.1 let B:  = {xsL  l : IIx[l-< 1 and 2(supp x)<½}. Let 
T: L 1__>X be a Go-embedding and let us assume for contradiction that X has 
(Q). It follows from the proof of [3, Lemma 2.6] that there exists an isometric 
embedding S: L l~L  1 and a d>0 such that for every xeB(L  1) we have the 
implication 
II x -  l[I->½~ ]tTSx-  TS1 It >-& 
Since the points of B satisfy the left hand side we have in particular 
(1) II TSx-  TSI[[ >_~ for xeB.  
Recall that B(L1)=C(B) (Example 3.1) and that by Remark 1.2.d we have 
(2) C( TSB) 3 TSC(B) =- TSB(L1) D TSB. 
The conclusion from (2) is that ~-d TSBC C(TSB), so ~d TSB = C(TSB). Since 
X has (Q) this can only be the case if TSB is convex. But then TSB = C(TSB), 
so that again by (2), TSB = TSB(L1). This contradicts (1), however. [] 
Using Theorem 2.6, we find 
COROLLARY 5.2. L 1 does not Go-embed in any Asplund space, or in any 
( CFCP )-space. 
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REMARK 5.3. It is in fact known ([3]) that L 1 does not G6-embed in X unless 
X contains a copy of l 1. The proof  of  this result given in [3] is quite compli- 
cated, however. The special case that L 1 does not G~-embed in c o is treated 
separately in [31, and is shown to imply the result of  Menchoff  ([9]) that there 
exist singular probabil ity measures on the circle with Fourier coefficients 
tending to zero (cf. [3, Corol lary 2.4]). We observe that this case is included 
in our result and that our proof  (even for Asplund spaces rather than for spaces 
with separable dual) is completely elementary. 
6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
First we summarize the main results in a diagram: 
Asp lund= (P) = II does not embed in X 
(RNP) = (PCP) ~ (CPCP) ~ (CFCP) = (Q) = L 1 does not G6-embed in X. 
Some questions remain unanswered. We mention the following. 
PROBLEM 1. The main open problem is that of  determining the exact position 
o f  the class o f  spaces satisfying (P) between the Asplund spaces and the spaces 
not containing l 1. One might venture the conjecture that if X fails (P) (or 
maybe (Q)), then l 1 embeds in X. Proposit ion 5.1 and the result of  J. Bour- 
gain and H.P .  Rosenthal quoted in Remark 1.3 lend some support to this 
conjecture. On the other hand we do not even have an example of  a space 
satisfying (P) that fails to be Asplund. The spaces JT, JF and JH (see [7], [61) 
are the obvious candidates to be looked at. 
PROBLEM 2. Is (P) equivalent o the property (P') formulated in section 4? 
PROBLEM 3. The (CFCP) is satisfied in spaces with separable dual, since the 
weak topology of  such spaces is metrizable on bounded sets. So e.g. c o is an 
example of  a space satisfying (CFCP) but not (CPCP) (the unit ball obviously 
has no point of  weak-to-norm continuity. Does there exist a space X satisfying 
(CFCP) but not (CPCP) which is not Asplund? 
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